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OPENING
Many thanks to Professors Kinderman and Liebersohn for
the invitation to participate in this seminar.
It is a great pleasure to join you in discussing the issues of modernism
in Weimar culture, and responses to it.
Professors Kinderman and Liebersohn have asked me to present some
material from my recent book, Inhumanities: Nazi Interpretations of
Western Culture as it pertains to notions of “dissonance” during the
Weimar Republic.
According to the syllabus for this seminar, you’ve read
much in Eric Weitz’s Weimar Germany: Promise and
Tragedy about "dissonances" of Weimar culture, as well as
some reactions to them.
The readings I added, by Fritz Stern and George Mosse,
were intended to provide you with deeper background
about the anti-modernist culture that developed well be-
fore the Weimar era--actually in response to the unification
of Germany and the industrial revolutions even prior to
the First World War.
It is important to understand that what would become anti-
dissonance preexisted the Weimar era. The lines for this war were
drawn well in advance of the battles themselves.
This said, the Weimar Republic did become the battlefield
for the most intense phases of this war and these "culture
wars" were at the foundation of the struggle for and against
the Republic.
My book, Inhumanities: Nazi Interpretations of Western
Culture, covers the Nazi side of this battle in some depth.
It is a survey of every significant article published in the main Nazi
newspaper, the Voelkischer Beobachter.
It presents and studies the ways in which Nazi propagandists worked
to appropriate every major phase of Western cultural history by
demonstrating that great creators and works shared, or would have
shared, their ideological positions.
Its scope surveys Voelkischer Beobachter coverage of everything from
the Ancient Greeks through the nineteenth century.
But it culminates in multiple chapters on the “culture wars” of the
Weimar era, when the paper was working to establish the NSDAP as
a legitimate organization of political and cultural leadership.
As stipulated in the works of Stern and Mosse, National Socialism
was a cultural movement and its attacks on the “modernist” or “dis-
sonant” aspects of Weimar society and culture were central to the
mass political success that the Nazi party achieved.
So, the bulk of my presentation will be a summary of some
of the specific attacks launched by the Nazis in this strug-
gle. In going through those details, my goal is not just to
provide you with information, but to give you a feeling for
the intensity of the struggle that raged between Weimar
modernism and its detractors—itself creating a “dishar-
mony” that may be as painful as fingernails scratching a
chalkboard—but which will balance your exploration of the
best that Weimar wrought with understanding of its worst
side.
Because we unfortunately cannot deny that Weimar culture
did also include the culture of Nazism.
WEITZ
Weitz is correct in saying that “Weimar Germany still
speaks to us” in the sense that we continue to see it as a
“golden era” of modernist expression.
The works he emphasizes are now part of the Western cul-
tural “canon.”
•
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Paintings by George Grosz and Max Beckmann
•
Bertolt Brecht and Kurt Weill’s The Threepenny Opera.
•
Thomas Mann’s The Magic Mountain
•
Bauhaus design
•
Collages and other experiments in “not making sense” by Han-
nah Hoch and the other Dadaists
•
“German Expressionist films” including The Cabinet of Dr.
Caligari, Metropolis, M, or Berlin: Symphony of the City
•
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And so many other “masterpieces” of the modern/modernist
era. [Weitz, 1]
He is also correct when he points out the sense of ten-
sion, crisis and foreboding that triggered many of these
great works, giving them “dissonant” aspects that are both
revered and cursed.
“All of Weimar’s protagonists, whatever their political and cultural
proclivities, grappled with the tension-bound world of modernity.
There was no escape. [Some] tried to avoid it by living in isola-
tion in the Black Forest or as semi-recluses in apartments In Mu-
nich or villages in the Alps. . . Others actively embraced modernity
by advocating mass politics and industrial society or by developing
new forms of expression—abstract art, dissonant music, architecture
of clean lines and industrial materials—that they believed captured
the tensions, conflicts, and excitements of the age. Weimar culture
and Weimar politics spawned so much creativity precisely because its
artists, writers, and political organizers sought to unravel the mean-
ing of modernity and to push it in new directions. . . .” [Weitz, 4]
Weitz likewise points out that many of these trends were
manifestations of post-First World War shock, as well as a
sense of liberation that the horrors of war had apparently
swept away institutions and restrictions of the Old Order.
“The Weimar era, with its heady enthusiasms, its artistic experi-
mentation, its flaunting of sexuality and unconventional relations, its
vibrant, kinetic energy, was a direct result of the vast disruptions of
World War I, the distorted reverberations of its crashing destructive-
ness. An intense desire to grasp life in all its manifold dimensions,
to experience love, sex, beauty, and power, fast cars and airborne
flight, theater and dance crazes, arose out of the strong sense of the
ephemeral character of life, of lives so quickly snuffed out or forever
ruined by bullet wounds and gas attacks.” [Weitz, 11]
He continues, “The hyperactive vitality of Weimar culture. . . derived
its intensity from the act of revolution, from the psychological sense
of engagement, the heady enthusiasm, the notion that barriers had
been broken and all things were possible.... Expressionism, cinema,
literature, an explosive theatrical world—they all had their roots in
the dual sensibility of the vast destructiveness of war and the pow-
erful creativity of revolution. And they were sustained by the very
fragility of Weimar’s political order, which lent a continual sense of
edgy nervousness to Weimar society that imbued the cultural realm.”
[Weitz, 26-27]
As he says, and as you can see in so many works of the
period, but especially in the film, Berlin: Symphony of
a City (which he covers) and in the Alfred Doeblin novel,
Berlin Alexanderplatz (which he could have covered more)
people were both excited and shocked by the environment
that resulted.
“Weimar was a cacophony of sounds, a dazzle of images. A couple vis-
iting Berlin from the provinces. . . might feel assaulted by the noise
of the traffic and the riot of posters displaying cigarettes, political
slogans, cabaret performances, and candidates for the next presiden-
tial election. At night, they would be awed by the electrification that
lit up the city Berlin . . . [now] so hectic, so noisy, and so brightly il-
luminated. . . . By the end of the 1920s, [Weimar culture] offered new,
exciting, and sometimes troubling experiences to provincial visitors
and urban Berlin sophisticates” alike. [Weitz, 207]
But why is it that Weitz must conclude that people not only
found these developments “exciting” but also “troubling”?
As he puts it, further on:
“The widespread diffusion of new sounds and images also raised pro-
found and troubling questions.” [Weitz, 208-9]
Even in retrospect we can agree that many of the great
works of this era constituted tremendous challenges to “tra-
ditional” (ever present) premises of “order.” As Weitz ex-
plained for many of the main examples he presents:
“Mann’s great novel (The Magic Mountain) captured, in complex
and beautiful prose, those grand conflicts faced by his protagonist
that were also the conflicts of Weimar modernity: between progress
and traditional order and desire, formality and hierarchy and the
leveling tendencies of mass society. There are no easy answers, Mann
tells us, and certainly no way back to the prewar world.” [Weitz, 261]
In all of his writing, Weitz also writes, “Brecht questioned surface
appearances. Moral pronouncements were exposed as mere platitudes
or worse, social stature as a shell that hides a devious or depraved
personality, the mask of one who made his way to the top through lies
and exploitation. . . Brecht was the toughest kind of writer and used
jagged edges, punchy phrases, and dissonant elements to and provoke,
to challenge any kind of simple, straight-line morality, any belief that
any one individual or group embodied unadulterated virtue.” [Weitz,
267]
According to Weitz, moreover, “Weill’s compositions fit perfectly
with Brecht’s . . . theater. They dislodged the common and the
familiar through parody and dissonance. Weill took standard musi-
cal forms and bent and reshaped them. The listener might at first
nod with familiarity at a few bars nineteenth-century opera or sym-
phonic music, and then would perhaps disconcertingly, the conven-
tional subsumed by the echoes of jazz and cabaret. . . . Weill’s music
was deceptively simple while it ruptured conventions. [Weitz, 268-9]
Perhaps most drastically, “Dada. . .mixed serious speculation and
sheer provocation; that cried out against the violence, repressiveness,
and authoritarianism of contemporary society and conventional art
forms, yet sometimes found violence attractive; and that claimed
that absolutely everything could be art, from the toilet bowl to the
bicycle.” [Weitz, 286]
Without a doubt, then, Weimar culture was a flowering of
creativity that we might celebrate as “dissonant.”
However, then and now, others would also attack it, pre-
cisely as such.
As Weitz also demonstrates, Weimar dissonance had vi-
cious enemies.
“[T]hey hungered for a powerful leader who could march Germany
out of what they considered the morass of corruption and immorality
that defined the republic. The old, established elite was willing. . . to
countenance new ideas and practices to fight the republic, and behind
them was a large middle class that longed for nothing so much as order
and stability.” [Weitz, 332]
As he explains,
Certain keywords and key phrases comprised the shared language of
the Right. . . They conveyed a belief in some kind of German essence,
a supposedly moral, hardworking, sober, and creative people, whose
upstanding characteristics were bed on shared "blood" . . . The Nazis
deployed all of these words and phrases, and the language resonated
with large segments of the population because of the series of crises
that battered the republic. But the words and phrases were by no
means Hitler’s private invention. They constituted the common lan-
guage of the Right, established and radical, of the Weimar period. . .
By the time Hitler was granted the chancellorship of Germany on 30
January 1933, his language, the language of the Right, was utterly
familiar to the population. [Weitz, 334]
To demonstrate this, Weitz primarily covers the writings of
Oswald Spengler and Ernst Juenger. They were no doubt
important, but their use of this language was aimed mainly
toward elite audiences.
As this presentation unfolds, I will introduce you to the
language which the leading Nazi newspaper used to combat
the perceived “dissonances” of the Weimar era in the mass
political culture of the day.
For the moment, however, I want to point out that the
readings I recommended are important in demonstrating
another point that Weitz makes in passing, and could prob-
ably have strenthened: that Hitler indeed “invented noth-
ing.” [Weitz, 341]
BACKGROUND OF VOLKISH CRITIQUE OF
“MODERNIZATION,” “MODERNITY,” AND
“MODERNISMS.”
Starting in the 1970s, important historians started to look
at the rise of Nazism in cultural as well as political terms.
Fritz Stern and George Mosse began to pay attention to what were
even in their own time marginalized figures known under the rubric of
“Volkish ideologues” who had emerged in the second half of the 19th
century--fifty years before Hitler’s rule--in response to the unification
of Germany under Bismarck and the rapid industrial and economic
transformation that followed.
Let’s just read over a few passages from these scholars who were
responsible for identifying Nazism as a part of a longstanding cultural
movement that fundamentally constituted a reaction against both
modernity and “modernisms,” and which provided the impetus and
indeed the discourse ultimately used to attack Weimar “dissonances.”
Writing about figures such as Paul de Lagarde and Julius Langbehn,
who operated in the 1890s, Fritz Stern observed that:
“Above all these men loathed liberalism. . . because it seemed to them
the principal premise of modern society; everything they dreaded
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seemed to spring from it: the bourgeois life, Manchesterism, mate-
rialism, parliament and the parties, the lack of political leadership.
Even more, they sensed in liberalism the source of all their inner suf-
ferings. Theirs was a resentment of loneliness; their one desire was
for a new faith, a new community of believers, a world with fixed
standards and no doubts, a new national religion that would bind all
Germans together.” [Stern, Cultural Despair, xii ]
Further,
“The term ‘conservative revolution’ [here] denotes the ideological at-
tack on modernity, on the complex of ideas and institutions that char-
acterize our liberal, secular, and industrial civilization.. . . Our Lib-
eral and industrial society leaves many people dissatisfied –spiritually
and materially. The spiritually alienated have often turned to the ide-
ology of the conservative revolution. [Stern, Cultural Despair, xvi]
Clearly, the roots of this “politics of cultural despair” that Stern
identified in this book, emerged as flowers of pure evil in response to
the flagrantly modernizing environment of Weimar culture.
At around the same time, George L. Mosse found similar precedents
for the cultural politics of anti-dissonance.
“The basic mood of the ideology is well summarized by the distinction
between Culture and Civilisation, which was constantly on the lips
of its adherents. A Culture, to recall Oswald Spengler’s words, has
a soul, whereas Civilization is the ‘most external and artificial state
of which humanity is capable.’ The acceptance of Culture and the
rejection of Civilization meant for many people an end to alienation
from their society... In this manner the isolation that they felt so
deeply would be destroyed. The external was equated with present,
disappointing society; the state was opposed to the Volk, and the
divisive parliamentary politics contrasted with that organic unity for
which so many Germans longed. [Mosse, Crisis, 6]
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If this was true from the 1890s through the start of the First World
War, it was exponentially more relevant among a growing “minority”
of Germans during the era of Weimar challenges—in every sense of
the word.
CONTRA ASPHALT
Cognizant of all this, we are now ready to hear precisely
how the Nazi iterations of these views were deployed in the
war against what we herald as “Weimar culture”—focusing
on figures covered by Weitz, or whom you would surely
recognize, as the students of William Kinderman and Harry
Liebersohn.
From the perspective of the editors of and contributors to
the main Nazi newspaper, Völkischer Beobachter, all polit-
ical and cultural issues were a continuation of the Volkish
reaction against modernity and modernist culture that had
been going on since the second half of the nineteenth cen-
tury.
Aligned with this task, every word of Völkischer
Beobachter cultural coverage was a shot fired in the
Weimar culture war. Creativity derided as “degenerate”
was vilified as an antipode to the idealized Kultur that
could provide a sense of order to the German present and
future.1
Doeblin
Primary targets of Nazi aggression were the writers it dis-
missed as “asphalt literati,” including Alfred Döblin and
Berthold Brecht.
Perhaps the most flagrant Asphaltliterat, in the paper’s
view, was Alfred Döblin—the creator of a “totally flat land”
in contemporary literature which was most notably mani-
fested in his “low-life novel,” Berlin Alexanderplatz [1929].
In such works, said the paper, Döblin intended nothing less
than to bring about a “decline in the level of cultivation”
[which we can read as “Culture” or Kultur]. 2
Brecht
Even among such degenerate works, the paper reserved
special criticism for The Threepenny Opera [1928], label-
ing it as the “craziest thing that Weimar society produced.”
This “so-called opera stank with the contents of common
sexual relations,” said the paper, pointing out especially the
story of Jenny: “a whore through and through.” The paper
also noted that this “English smut” had first been trans-
lated into German, then just rearranged by Brecht,” who
“made it even more swinish”—and that the music was writ-
ten by “the Jew Kurt Weill: for jazz orchestra, of course.”3
Weill
The Völkischer Beobachter had already attacked Weill for
The Czar Has His Picture Taken [1928] in which, it said,
he and the dramatist, Georg Kaiser, “blabbered nonsense
which resulted in a Jewification of the audience.”4 Still
the paper considered the premiere of Threepenny Opera
as even worse: “one of the most corrosive moments of the
era, it was a thoroughly Jewish event.” The “Jewish poet,”
Brecht, “dug up an old English tale . . . and decorated it
a bit”; then “the Jew Kurt Weill added some more or less
terrible music.” Engineered for a “predominantly Jewish
audience,”5 it was “frantically modernist.” Weill’s music
was “hostile to every sign of healthiness, [and full of] ev-
ery desolate dissonance.”6 “Press and public” the paper
complained “had to demonstrate” against such stuff.7
Thomas Mann
Thomas Mann received much criticism from attackers who
were infuriated by his increasing support of Weimar repub-
licanism. Although Mann’s shift from the conservative,
pro-Wilhelmine views he had expressed in Reflections of
a Non-Political Man [1918] marked the real gap between
the Nobel laureate and Nazi ideologues, Josef Stolzing [the
main critic of the Voelkischer Beobachter] condemned his
body of work outright. As a novelist, Stolzing wrote, Mann
could only be considered a “second-rate talent.” Budden-
brooks [1901], Stolzing was certain, had been “vastly over-
estimated by critics.” Frankly, it suffered from the worst
weakness a novel can have: “it is boring.” Mann “never
possessed a powerful, creative imagination”; his talent was
for nothing but “gluing bits and pieces together”; none of
his works involved inventing an exciting fable or organiz-
ing strong characters in language “glowing in spirit, humor,
and color.” At best Mann’s writing would be an obscure
subject for dissertations by graduate students in German
literature.
Besides his post-war republicanism, the paper lambasted
the “trendy, Euro-cosmopolitan” Mann for a writing style
that was just “too complicated to follow.” As Stolzing put
it, because Mann incorporated all sorts of foreign terms and
neologisms instead of “writing German,” his style could be
compared to the look of a “shaved poodle wearing a red
sweater.”8 Another Nazi voice described him as the author
of “society pieces about decadence and rot,” whose “inside-
out sentences” caused everyone trouble. 9 In view of all
this, Stolzing wondered if “someone like Mann was really
worthy of a Nobel Prize.”10
Bauhaus
The Völkischer Beobachter critique of Bauhaus archi-
tecture amounted to a straightforward attack against its
“insistence on the most modern, economical construction,
standardization of buildings in all details, rational use of
space,” and “a number of other slogans with American
color.” As the paper put it, the quintessence of Bauhaus
modernism in workers’ housing was “economy taken to the
extreme, with unlimited priority given to function.” The
problem with these buildings spoke for itself: according to
Bauhaus logic, if one wanted to build something functional
and economical, “aesthetics had to come second.”11
Kandinsky
The paper’s treatment of the Bauhaus’ most prominent vi-
sual artist, Wassily Kandinsky involved deriding another
paper’s positive review of some of his pictures at an exhi-
bition. “These rectangles,” the positive review ran, “con-
vey distant memories of things observed—in half moons,
rotating suns, squares, and boxed-in bodies, a considerable
treasure of graphic wisdom is preserved.” In response, the
Völkischer Beobachter complained that whatever memo-
ries Kandinsky was “skimming up with his graphic wisdom,
could only be explained by a psychoanalyst, say by Freud.”
And against the warning that cynics might say a child
could create such simple forms, the Völkischer Beobachter
posited its belief that normal children had healthier and
more reasonable things to draw: the whole thing was “Cab-
balistic vinegar,” a “witches’ multiplication table” resting
on “Hebraic topsoil.”12
Grosz
A major Nazi cause célèbre in the visual arts was the trial
of George Grosz. In 1928, Grosz was charged with blas-
phemy for the content of a series of sixteen drawings. As
the controversy dragged out through various appeals, the
Völkischer Beobachter set upon both Grosz and the judges
involved. Among the drawings in the series, the paper
marked as particularly odious were those entitled The Out-
pouring of the Holy Spirit [1927], in which a minister holds
the Bible while vomiting grenades, cannons, and rifles, and
Shut your trap and get moving [1928], which depicted Je-
sus on the cross and wearing half-length military boots. It
didn’t require “full juridical training,” said the Nazi pa-
per, to recognize Grosz’s intention to disparage Christian
symbols and the person of the Christ. Ultimately, Grosz’s
acquittal “opened the way for any dirty slugs” to mock
Christ and the faith. The courts should have instead been
working to “protect popular religious feeling from injury
by such painters.”13
Music Modernism
With its outlook so strongly rooted in the romantic German
music tradition, however, what the Völkischer Beobachter
found most detestable in Weimar culture was the cultiva-
tion of musical modernism, the whole of which it referred to
as, “at best, the farcical imitation of a carnival barker sell-
ing a tent full of musical freaks,”14 and, at worst, “Jewish
terror in music.”15 The newspaper stood firm in its rejec-
tion of works by “Jews and assorted foreigners” like Weill,
Milhaud, Janacek, and Stravinsky16—or by Germans like
Paul Hindemith who supposedly associated with “interna-
tional, Jewish circles.”17 And, predictably, it applauded
“brave acts of resistance” against the influx of modernism,
such as when a lone Nazi [Hakenkreuzler] stood up and
shouted “phooey” at a concert of Schoenberg, Bartok, Hin-
demith, Stravinsky, and Bartok.18
Krenek
Of all the manifestations of musical modernism in the
Weimar era, however, the event which received the most
attention in the Völkischer Beobachter was the 1927
opening of Ernst Krenek’s operetta, Jonny Strikes Up
[Jonny spielt auf ].19
According to the Völkischer Beobachter, Krenek could
be counted as Jewish “since he married the daughter of
the Jew Gustav Mahler and studied with the Jew Franz
Schreker.” Moreover, while all of Krenek’s music was “soft
and effeminate” and therefore “typically Jewish,” Jonny
spielt auf—in which “a black hero seduced white women
and stole valuable violins”—was most troubling. Full of
jazz rhythms, it was really a jazz opera and its “deep
meaning” was simply that “life is just a game: we’ll dance
and stumble through it, then let ourselves be finished off
by Jonny the Nigger.” 20 “Worthless and unworthy of
German theater, the show did nothing but aggravate the
shameless conditions of the day.” For the paper it seemed
unnecessary to point out how this opera symbolized issues
such as the “annihilation of Aryans by niggers” and the
“mastery of foreign races over German culture.”21
The Voelkischer Beobachter wondered what the Bavarian
state government was going to do about this “so-called
opera that was really an apotheosis of nigger-ness.”22 Bour-
geois taste had collapsed after the catastrophe of the World
War: there was no more creative strength, no more cul-
tural leadership, and no more will to resist the new trends.
This was all leading to the “bolshevization of life forms and
content,” the “rise of negro culture” and to “systematic an-
archy.”
Popular music had influenced opera before, but Krenek
didn’t just incorporate jazz, he also employed an abrasive
modernist style. For the Nazis, Jonny was a “mirror of the
times reflecting the postwar world precisely: destined to
failure.”23 It, and the protection it was supposedly receiv-
ing from officials, was a sign that f Germany was ever to
arise again, the whole Weimar “system” would have to be
“completely rooted out, along with all its leaders.”24
Did Jonny mark the decline and fall of Western Civiliza-
tion? No, the paper exclaimed, just the decline and fall of a
period that had “confused nigger kitsch with the rhythm of
life: that world could just go to hell!”25 Still, this jazz opera
was clear justification for Oswald Spengler’s pessimism re-
garding the culture of the West.26 In the end, the newspa-
per could only explain successes of Jonny Strikes Up, The
Threepenny Opera, and similar productions that “glorified
subhumanity” by pointing out the existence of a left-wing
cultural conspiracy: through modern media, “Marxists had
gassed the brains of the public.”27
Strauss
Disdain was also palpable in Nazi coverage of Richard
Strauss. Much Völkischer Beobachter enmity against
Strauss stemmed from Alfred Rosenberg, the paper’s
long-time editor-in-chief, himself. In February of 1926,
he let out the stops in a vicious attack insinuating that
the composer was of Jewish origins. “Regarding the
question as to whether Richard Strauss has Jewish blood
in his veins or not, there are indications that make it very
doubtful that his is of pure German origin,” Rosenberg
opened: “everything that Richard Strauss has created
betrays the fact that he is a half-blood.” Perhaps with the
exceptions of Death and Transfiguration (1889), which
he created when suffering from a lung condition and “felt
very close to death,” and Don Juan (1889), where he
“worked off a strong case of erotic sensuality,” all the
rest of his compositions were just “head games—ingenious
mathematical arrangements of notes.”
Throughout his artistic career, moreover, there was no
“consistent progress,” as in the case of all great German
artists, but just a “strange process of bouncing around”
as Strauss “followed the fashion of the day.” As a young
man, “like almost all German composers at the end of the
century, he modeled himself on the genius of the Bayreuth
Master” in producing Guntram (1894). But then arose the
Nietzsche cult, “to which we owe” Strauss’ Also Sprach
Zarathustra (1896). Soon afterwards, Oscar Wilde created
a sensation with Salome (1905) and Strauss “shrewdly”
composed it for the opera stage, taking advantage of the
“perverse” poem’s “drawing power.” The success that
Hugo von Hofmannsthal had with his “modernizations” of
Greek dramas subsequently motivated him to set Elektra
to music—where he “exhausted all the possibilities of
external sound effects.” But then, all of a sudden, the
“slogan of the music world” became “return to the simplic-
ity of Mozart’s orchestral language,” so Strauss churned
out Rosenkavalier (1911) and Ariadne auf Naxos. In
Strauss’ creative inconsistency based on the latest fads,
therefore, Rosenberg supposedly found another “sign of
the Jewish component of his blood.” Moreover, he was
an “excellent businessman,” which was “not compatible
with true German artistry.” Finally, the fact that his son
Franz married the daughter of a Jewish banker “completed
perfectly the picture of Strauss’ character as that of a
half-blood.”
After 1933, the tone changed when Goebbels appointed
Strauss president of the Reich Music Chamber. In August
of that year the Völkischer Beobachter actually referred
to him as one of the “truest servants to great works of
art.”28 From that point on, a process of Straus restoration
was undertaken by the paper. But until then, the paper
had strongly associated Strauss with the worst of what it
perceived as Weimar “dissonance”—though it was left to
another to be recognized as fully embodying it.
Schoenberg
Needless to say, most infuriating to Nazi critics in Weimar
music culture was what Arnold Schoenberg conceived as
polytonality. Already in 1920, the Voelkischer Beobachter
reported on the growing presence of the Second Vienna
School in German programs, referring to Schoenberg as
the “pathbreaker of absolute polyphony, the modern com-
positional technique that had been inaugurated by another
Jewish composer: Gustav Mahler.” The paper complained
that this stylistic direction, already part of the “strongly
Semitic” artistic life in Austria, was gaining a solid foot-
ing in Germany.29 A few months later it added that this
“philo-Semitic movement” presumed Schoenberg had dis-
covered the Philosopher’s Stone which provided “aesthetic
formulas for all manifestations and possibilities of modern
music.” Especially after the collapse of the Second Re-
ich, such developments “constituted a significant threat to
Volkish consciousness and weakened hope for the future.”
The paper warned that it would take years of hard work
to reestablish the worldwide reputation of German music,
based on music judged according to “deeds and accomplish-
ments rather the philo-Semitic modernism of supply and
demand.”30 Two years later, another contributor chimed
in to describe Schoenberg as a “prophet who had wan-
dered in from Jerusalem; the herald of the modern era;
an apostle for whom nothing sacred could be trivialized
enough.” The Völkischer Beobachter asked: “Could any-
one take such a man seriously?”31 Evidently the papers con-
tributors did, since it subsequently intensified its rhetoric
to argue that Schoenberg’s “Jewish-Viennese clique” was
committing “musical exorcisms and rapes that were be-
yond the pale.”32 Still, the paper was confident that while
the reputation of a “true German like Händel” would live
on for another two hundred years, it was doubtful that any-
one would ever say or hear anything about Schoenberg in
the year 2128.33
Nevertheless, on 24 February 1933, a month after the Nazi
“seizure of power,” Schoenberg was still around to give a
lecture at the Society for New Music and the Völkischer
Beobachter reacted predictably. Any “healthy thinking
person,” it commented, considered as simply repulsive
Schoenberg’s “sickly and convulsive” efforts “to be taken
seriously.” But for Nazis, “the spiritual movement break-
ing through at that very moment gave them reason to
hope that music would not remain under his destructive
influence much longer.”34 Indeed, five years later, the
paper felt it could look back on musical modernism as a
distasteful thing of the past. It was clear, in retrospect,
that these forces arose out of a state of crisis, but pointed
in directions that could only lead to “error, degeneration,
and corruption.” Perhaps other peoples and races thought
and felt in terms of dissonant tones, but to Germans they
were “alien.” Atonality was the “bogeyman” of those
days: the “Jew Schoenberg made it into a principle, and
the destruction of form naturally followed.” This style
was “undoubtedly degenerate, because it broke from the
foundations appropriate to German musical taste.” Indeed,
Schoenberg’s own compositions provided the best evidence
of the futility of his theory: combining many elements that
“seemed fascinating in postwar years dominated by a mood
of doom, they ended in nothing but chaotic nihilism.”35
CONCLUSION
Any discussion of “Weimar Culture” would be insufficient if
it did not include discussion of the analysis made by one of
the greatest of modern European cultural historians, Peter
Gay—who passed away last May.
In 1968, Gay published what is probably the best known
essay about Weimar Culture as a whole. Published as a
short book, it became one of the “core” texts of university
courses on the subject and it is from Gay that many have
learned basics about the era.
However, Gay did not write Weimar Culture: The Out-
sider as Insider as a celebration of Weimar culture. A
Jewish exile from Germany, he was highly critical of the
world that had expelled his family.
More specifically, in this context, he was concerned about
the level of apparently naïve enthusiasm that many in
the sixties exhibited toward the supposedly “golden age”
of modernism and progressive thinking encompassed by
“Weimar Culture.”
To correct this, he surveyed—beautifully—many of the
great innovators and innovations of the period that we
have mentioned. But, he did so as a warning against
celebrating their achievements excessively.
Gay’s fundamental critique was that, at many levels, the
leading lights of Weimar culture took advantage of its man-
ifold liberalisms without committing themselves to defend-
ing them against those who were not comfortable about
this openness.
In the end, (though this is my vastly over simplified ver-
sion), Gay’s conclusion was that the very modernism or
dissonance of Weimar society served both to distract those
who celebrated it, and to fuel the desire for “revenge” on
the part those who detested it.
In his words. . . “The dazzling array of these exiles—Albert
Einstein, Thomas Mann, Erwin Panofsky, Bertolt Brecht,
Walter Gropius, George Grosz, Wassily Kandinsky. . . [and
many others]—tempts us to idealize Weimar as unique, a
culture without strains and without debts, a true golden
age. . . . But to construct this flawless ideal is. . . to slight
the price it had to pay for them. The excitement that char-
acterized Weimar Culture stemmed in part from exuberant
creativity and experimentation; but much of it was anxiety,
fear, a rising sense of doom. . . .It was a precarious glory, a
dance on the edge of a volcano. Weimar Culture was the
creation of outsiders, propelled by history into the inside,
for a short, dizzying, fragile moment.”
Furthermore, according to Gay, “By its very existence, the Republic
was a calculated affront to the heroes and clichés that every Ger-
man child knew, many German politicians invoked, and, it turned
out, most Germans cherished. In the battle of historical symbols the
republicans were at a disadvantage from the start. . . ”
Therefore, Gay wrote (in reference to Mann’s masterpiece), “The
Weimar of those years was like the society on the magic mountain:
ruddy cheeks concealed insidious symptoms.”
Considering the “cacophony” of both Weimar “dissonance”
and the Nazified screams for its destruction, I feel we must
agree with Gay that a full understanding of Weimar culture
must involve recognition of both sides of this “culture war.”
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